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Dashes

1.  En dashes and Em dashes
 En dashes are most often used between two inclusive numbers. An en dash is
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3.  Exceptions to using numerals

 Do not begin sentences with numerals. Spell them out.

Example: Four thousand dollars were found in a bag.

Example: Seven out of 20 students were absent today.

People with disabilities

 Avoid referring to people by their disability or any other physical attribute as though
 that attribute defines them.

Example: students with disabilities, visually impaired, hearing impaired,
developmentally challenged (not the handicapped, the disabled.)

People with dwarfism should be described with the terms “short stature,” “little 
person/people,” or “someone with dwarfism.” This terminology accords with the 
terminology of Little People of America. Do not refer to a person with dwarfism as a 
“dwarf,” unless that term was used in quotation. Some people with dwarfism are fine 
with this term. Others are not.

Punctuation

1.  Commas: In a series
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5.  In compound sentences
 Use a comma to separate the two parts of a compound sentence.

Example: Yumi worked on her screenplay every morning before class, and Ivan
worked on his novel.

Example: He worked on his novel, and she wrote her screenplay.

 When you have a compound verb, do not insert a comma between the subject and  
 a compound verb unless you have a good reason, such as a parenthetical.

Example: Yumi worked on her screenplay every morning and studied in 
the evening.

Example: Yumi worked on her screenplay every morning, no matter how exhausted
she was, and studied every evening.

6.  Exclamation points
 Exclamation points should be used sparingly. Most sentences do not need them. If
 they do appear, it will most likely be in a line of spoken dialogue.

Example: “Look out!” he yelled.

7.  Periods and colons
 Use only one space after a colon or terminal punctuation (period, question mark,
 exclamation point).

Example: The department was founded in 2007. It continues to flourish today.

 When a colon is used within a sentence, the first word following the colon is 
 not capitalized.

Example: The department offers three minors: genetic engineering, biology, and
biochemistry.

 When the colon introduces two or more sentences, the first word following it 
 is capitalized.

Example: The school has two goals: The first is to maintain a high degree of
educational integrity. The second is to be as inclusive as possible.

8.  Quotation marks with other punctuation
 Periods and commas go inside quotation marks. Other punctuation marks go   
 outside quotation marks.

Example: We get going “when the going gets tough.”

Example: “See you in three days,” she said.

 Colons and semicolons go outside quotation marks.

Example: Wong decided to “go for broke”; Everett played it safe.

Example: What will follow are three lines from “Ode on a Grecian Urn”:

 Exclamation points and question marks that are part of the quoted material go   
 inside the quotation marks. Otherwise, they go outside.

Example: Did he say “thank you”?

Example: I shouted “You’re the bees knees!”

Example: Did you really just say “You’re the bees knees!”?
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Racial and ethnic terms

1.  Racial and ethnic identifications should only be used when directly relevant to the
 material being written.

2.  African American (for double-barreled terms, do not use a hypen)

3.  Latinx/Latina/Latino

4.  South Asian (to refer to people who identify as being from India, Pakistan,
 Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Nepal)

5.  Asian (to refer to people who identify as being from the Asian continent, including
 South Asia)

6.  Asian American, Latin American, Mexican American (any regional or national
 identification + “American”)

7.  When writing about a group or an individual, ask yourself whether your
 descriptions or references are “othering” or exoticizing the group/individual.
 Make sure you are not making assumptions about the CCSF population being
 predominantly white or American-born. The CCSF student body and faculty are
 diverse, and all writing that describes and addresses them should take this
 diversity into account.

References to LGBTQ communities

1.  Just as you avoid assuming a white/American mainstream, avoid assuming a
 heterosexual mainstream. Stay away from heterocentric presumptions in your
 writing (i.e., referring to a couple as a man and a woman).

2. CCSF materials should use the term LGBTQQI, in accordance with the terminology
 of the LGBTQQI Studies department at CCSF. LGBTQQI stands for Lesbian Gay

/en/student-services/student-activities/qrc.html
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Years, academic and fiscal

If a fiscal year spans two calendar years, use only the year of the final month.

Examples: fiscal year 2018

fiscal year ’18

Academic years show the year of both the beginning and final month. Spell out and
lowercase the words.

Examples: academic year 2018–2019

academic year 2018–19

academic year ’18–’19

the 2018–19 academic year

the ’18–’19 academic year

Abbreviations are appropriate in column and row headlines of charts and when the
terms are used extensively in running text. Choose a format and use it consistently
throughout your publication. Use en dashes between inclusive numbers (see “En
dashes and em dashes,” p.7).

Examples: FY2018

FYs2018–19

FY2014 and FY2015

AY2014–15

AYs2013–15 (two academic years)


